Mobile Engagement:
What Consumers Really Think
Good News!

Push it

A survey of more than 1,500 mobile device users in eight
countries conducted by Millward Brown Digital shows
consumers welcome engagement with companies via mobile
messaging. Plus, the findings reveal 59 percent of global
respondents prefer SMS and push campaigns over other forms
of mobile marketing, including video advertising, banner or
standard display ads, and email.

On average, 73% of those surveyed
said they have received a text or push
message from a company. And 68%
found it valuable.
After reading an SMS
or push message,
respondents took various
actions including:
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While consumers indicated they are open to receiving mobile
marketing messages, most prefer opportunities with known or
favorite brands and want to ensure the message is valuable and
relevant to them. This highlights the need to utilize consumer
preference, behavior and location data in the design of effective
mobile strategies.
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This survey spanned eight countries and found that consumers are open to sharing
location-based data with companies. In fact, a majority of respondents welcome
SMS and push marketing messages.

88% of survey respondents said
they believe they should have the
option to opt-in before a company
contacts them.
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Personal space
When asked what personal information they were willing to share with companies via mobile device, respondents said
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80% of respondents indicated that
downloading a company’s app to
their mobile device also meant they
would be open to receiving locationbased text or push notifications
from that same company.

Across all countries surveyed, an average of 59% of respondents indicated they
prefer to receive SMS or push messages with an offer or a coupon.
Respondents prefer to receive the following types of marketing messages on a
mobile device:
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16%
Not surprising, respondents stated
that these text or push notifications
should be relevant to them.
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Most persuasive
Of the 57% who find SMS/push marketing
messages most persuasive, respondents
are interested in offers from:

In addition to being most preferred, over half of respondents indicated that
SMS/push marketing messages would persuade them to make a purchase
over other forms of mobile marketing messages that contained an offer.
Other
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Location, location, location
When asked why they would ever share their location or
receive information
There
are no
good reasons
otherTopersonal
information or
with a company
using
their
alerts that I have requested
mobile device, respondents indicated the following:
To receive relevant offers or
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To resolve customer
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Another reason

2 TXT or not to text
Survey respondents indicated the
top reasons they would want to
send a text message to a company
were to enter a competition 54%
or request information 58%.
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We’re getting engaged

About the survey

When asked which marketing messages – across a wide range of media – they were
likely to engage with, survey respondents revealed SMS/push marketing to be high on
their list. Despite being a fairly recent option (commercial mobile messaging began in
1993), respondents placed mobile messaging second only to television with
its 72-year history and well ahead of all other media.

The survey results
presented here shed light
on consumer behavior
and preferences towards
mobile devices and
mobile messaging as it
relates to communication
to and from enterprises.

81%
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SMS/text messages offering coupons or
deals for a brand

76%

SMS/text messages offering coupons or
deals for a brand based on my location
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Email marketing messages

73%

Push notifications with updates,
coupons, or deals relevant to the app

73%
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Millward Brown Digital
surveyed a collective
1,572 mobile users over
the age of 18 who had
downloaded an app in
the past 12 months in the
following countries: the
United States, the United
Kingdom, Australia,
New Zealand, France,
Germany, Spain, and Italy.
The research was fielded
between July 16, 2013
and July 24, 2013.
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About mBlox
mBlox is the global market leader in mobile engagement. We help brands reach
consumers at the right time and place with a comprehensive range of mobile
messaging and mobile marketing solutions, including SMS, Push Messaging, and
mBlox Engage. For more information and contact details for your regional mBlox
office, visit www.mblox.com.
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